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Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 3 8 0

Level F: Extracurricular Activities

badminton
photography
orchestra
cheerleading
lacrosse
debate club
yearbook

Spelling Words Basic Words

athletics
basketball
coding

acrobatics
intramurals

Challenge Words

graphic design
mentoring
robotics
gymnastics
karate
student council
Science Olympiad

volunteering
jazz ensemble
culinary arts
archery
cross-country
chorus

Answer the questions. 

1. Which two-word activity has a homophone that ends in sel? _______________________

2.	 Which	two-word	activity	has	the	/ā/	sound?	 _______________________

3. Which word has roots meaning light and writing? _______________________

4. In the word orchestra,	is	the	final	sound	/ā/,	/ă/,	or	neither?	 _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. activities related to cooking, presenting, and serving food _______________________

6. sport of indigenous origins played using a ball and netted stick _______________________

7. version of a sport done on natural terrain, e.g., running or skiing _______________________

8. a defensive martial art of Japanese origins _______________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.  rahercy  hint: involves a bow and arrow _______________________

10.  myganscits   hint: exercises of balance, agility, and strength _______________________

11.  za jz nesmeleb  hint: musical group focused on one genre _______________________

12.  S iccene  hint: name drawn from ancient Greece _______________________
lOmypida



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Staff from the ______________________ committee is scheduling all school sports and clubs  
  for their annual photos.   

14.  Shuttlecock is the technical name for a ______________________ birdie.

15.  To give back to their community, Aviana and her family spend time ______________________  
  every weekend.

16.  The middle school _______________________ will be singing at our next assembly.

17.  Calvin used his _________________________ skills to make a beautiful open house brochure.

18.  Many professional football and basketball teams have ______________________ squads.

19.  Abdullah is part of a sports ______________________ program that pairs experienced players  
  with the newest additions to the team. 

20.  To improve in ______________________, study electrical and mechanical engineering.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word is a compound word? ___________________________

22.  Which basic word has a long vowel sound? What is the sound? ___________________________

23.  Which basic word contains only short vowel sounds? ___________________________

24.  Which challenge word has a prefix meaning within? ___________________________

25.		Which	challenge	word	has	the	/ă/	sound?	 ___________________________
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chorus
yearbook 
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Answer the questions. 

1. Which two-word activity has a homophone that ends in sel? _______________________

2.	 Which	two-word	activity	has	the	/ā/	sound?	 _______________________

3. Which word has roots meaning light and writing? _______________________

4. In the word orchestra,	is	the	final	sound	/ā/,	/ă/,	or	neither?	 _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. activities related to cooking, presenting, and serving food _______________________

6. sport of indigenous origins played using a ball and netted stick _______________________

7. version of a sport done on natural terrain, e.g., running or skiing _______________________

8. a defensive martial art of Japanese origins _______________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.  rahercy  hint: involves a bow and arrow _______________________

10.  myganscits   hint: exercises of balance, agility, and strength _______________________

11.  za jz nesmeleb  hint: musical group focused on one genre _______________________
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ANSWER KEY

student council

debate club

photography

neither

culinary arts

lacrosse

cross-country

karate

archery

gymnastics

jazz ensemble

Science Olympiad

Level F: Extracurricular Activities

badminton
photography
orchestra
cheerleading
lacrosse
debate club
yearbook

Spelling Words Basic Words

athletics
basketball
coding

acrobatics
intramurals

Challenge Words

graphic design
mentoring
robotics
gymnastics
karate
student council
Science Olympiad

volunteering
jazz ensemble
culinary arts
archery
cross-country
chorus



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Staff from the ______________________ committee is scheduling all school sports and clubs  
  for their annual photos.   

14.  Shuttlecock is the technical name for a ______________________ birdie.

15.  To give back to their community, Aviana and her family spend time ______________________  
  every weekend.

16.  The middle school _______________________ will be singing at our next assembly.

17.  Calvin used his _________________________ skills to make a beautiful open house brochure.

18.  Many professional football and basketball teams have ______________________ squads.

19.  Abdullah is part of a sports ______________________ program that pairs experienced players  
  with the newest additions to the team. 

20.  To improve in ______________________, study electrical and mechanical engineering.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which basic word is a compound word? ___________________________

22.  Which basic word has a long vowel sound? What is the sound? ___________________________

23.  Which basic word contains only short vowel sounds? ___________________________

24.  Which challenge word has a prefix meaning within? ___________________________

25.		Which	challenge	word	has	the	/ă/	sound?	 ___________________________
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yearbook

badminton

volunteering

chorus

graphic design

cheerleading

mentoring

robotics

basketball

coding; /ō/

athletics

intramurals

acrobatics
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yearbook 


